
What is it, and how does it work?
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A utility-first CSS 

framework for rapidly 

building customer 

interfaces. – tailwindcss.com

http://tailwindcss.com/


Our ‘traditional’ CSS:
3

Our result:



In utility-first CSS, each class 
is specific to a certain style:
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For example, in Bootstrap, 
our components are already 
styled:
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To apply that background 
colour, text alignment and 
colour, we need to add 
those classes to our HTML:







And why would we 
want to do this…?



- You can tailor it according to your own design 
requirements from the start.
- Re-use of the same utilities.
- No need to make up (abstract, or…silly!) class 
names.
- Class names relate to style applied, rather than 
implied function or context. 
- Apply your edits directly where they’re needed!
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Okay…what’s the 
difference between 
this and inline styles, 
then?



Hover, focus and other states



Media queries



So how does 
Tailwind CSS work?

Installation

Installed via npm/yarn

Use a CDN Insert*

*Has a lot more restrictions than the full install, but can be 

useful to demo its features and process.





But would we really want 
to write bg-purple, etc. 
multiple times on the 
page?



Extracting 
components:
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For a demo of this, see Adam Wathan’s
video: Designing with Tailwind CSS: 
Extracting Reusable Components

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3OdRwZu0FQU&t=313s


Using @apply:
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What about 

customisation?
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What about the 

browser support?
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“It’s a tool to generate your own 

bespoke framework based off your 

design requirements”.
– Owen Melbz, comment from ‘How is this different from 

inline styles?’”

https://github.com/tailwindlabs/discuss/issues/3


Thank you!
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Resources:
24

Tailwind CSS Documentation

What is Tailwind CSS and how can I add it to my website or 

React app? – Colby Fayock

Tailwind Play

Tailwind Labs 

Building Workcation with Tailwind CSS playlist – Adam Wathan

How to style a form with Tailwind CSS – Nick Basile

https://tailwindcss.com/docs
https://www.freecodecamp.org/news/what-is-tailwind-css-and-how-can-i-add-it-to-my-website-or-react-app/
https://play.tailwindcss.com/
https://www.youtube.com/c/TailwindLabs/videos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_JhTaENzfZQ&list=PL7CcGwsqRpSMgVc5NxXUpqmGOS9s1YrWF
https://css-tricks.com/style-form-tailwind-css/
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